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Oasis Grace has a substantial equity in the construction sector of Oman, having
achieved remarkable growth while contributing to the development of Oman.
At Oasis Grace, we have succeeded in creating a wide base of satisfied
customers whose smiles reflect our deliverance and commitment to quality.
Over the last decade, Oasis Grace with its strategic expertise, strong execution
capabilities, commitment to adopting the highest quality, safety and
environmental policies, has become a truss conscious of the face that we have
to raise the bas and set even higher standards for ourselves. We live by the
motto of no cost and time overrun. Finally, each one of us at Oasis Grace is
devoted to the responsibility of remaining true to excellence.

Sultan suroor Mohamed Al kharusi
Chairman, Oasis grace LLC

MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANMESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANMESSAGE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR
The Oasis Grace LLC name is well known in the construction industry specializing in 

general contracting for more than 13 years. The company is recognized as an industry leader in civil 
construction and quality service built to high standards.

At Oasis Grace LLC, we guide our clients through the design and construction process with 
a high degree of comfort. Our expertise brings sound, practical knowledge to the table and we take 
great pride in helping others realize their vision. Passion, integrity and experience–these are reflective 
of Oasis Grace LLC’s corporate values. 

We have assembled a team of professionals that complement the foundation on which we 
have based our philosophy. We value respect, honesty, and commitment–key factors in being able to 
develop strategic alliances with those we work with. Our hallmark is unmatched service, competitive 
pricing and quality construction. Client satisfaction is our priority. We are committed to social 
responsibilities, and provide suitable training, employment and growth opportunities to Omanis at all 
levels and help in realizing the administration’s goal of Omanization.

I thank you for taking the time to read about our Company and our ongoing commitment 
to build and develop excellent products for our valued clients.

Dr. Jose Mikle Robin
Managing Director, Oasis grace LLC
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Setting project goals
Our project manager thoroughly

familiarizes with the project’s complexities because
of his involvement in the pre-construction phase.
Along with the superintendent, the project
manager organizes a series of meetings with the
design team and all the subcontractors to review
the project’s organization, lines of authority along
with establishing its procedures and rules. These
meetings are also a forum to convey the pre-
construction goals and objectives to people
carrying it out.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Scheduling and monitoring
the project

Down to the smallest detail, we develop a
comprehensive construction schedule, outlining all
material requirements and construction activities. We
monitor and evaluate the progress of the work ensuring
that “critical path” is always maintained. Our
superintendent and field staff are always on field,
working to expedite production and ensure compliance
with “our quality standards”. From our project manager
to our laborer's, our approach is one of “hands-on”
leadership by being involved, making decisions and
resolving problems quickly to ensure success.



CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Information and documentation
to keep your informed

We maintain current record of all related
documentation both in our office and on site to
keep it readily accessible when needed. We
conduct weekly construction progress meetings
focusing on action items for east of the involved
participants to track and manage them, ensuring
completion, and control over the job’s progress.
Detailed minutes help everyone involved stay
focused on the job and invites input.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Establishing and monitoring 
quality

We utilize computerized system to establish and
expedite shop drawings and submittals in a timely manner. By
personally checking all shop drawings and submittals, we
make the appropriate corrections and ensure proper and
timely delivery of materials. We also coordinate the testing of
all required materials to meet both municipal and
specializations requirements, in accordance with our ongoing
quality control checks. During every operation, our
superintendent checks layouts and observes the process to
ensure everything “measures up” to our construction
standards.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Safety program

we are committed to maintaining the
safest job-site possible through our “star safety”
program. Weekly tool box talks on all job-sites keep
safety a top priority for all employs. Our safety
director, along with the superintendents monitor
all subcontractors for adherence to the safety
program.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Job cost and accounting

Maintaining an accurate and up-to-date job
cost accounting system is a key tool in the effective
management of a project. This system allows for early
detection of potential problems with a subcontractor
or supplier, so they may be averted before they occur.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANCONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Project close-out and warranty

We produce a detailed schedule of close-out activities
that start with the development of our own punch list as
trades complete their work, not waiting until the very end of
the project. We coordinate and manage the start-up and
testing of all mechanical, plumbing, electrical systems,
collecting and cataloguing all operating manuals and assisting
in the operations and maintenance of all systems. We also
assist in co-ordinate the occupancy of the facility, working with
the client to schedule the installation of all furniture and
equipment, ensuring all warranty work is performed in a
timely, efficient and non-disruptive manner.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANEXPANSION & RENOVATION

Building and home renovation today is more exciting than it has ever
been! Oasis Grace LLC is well-established renovation, extension and home
builder in the Sultanate of Oman with over 13 years of experience and a
reputation for reliability and dependability. Our work ensures that your
investment is your lifetime pride as we are Oman’s.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANEXPANSION & RENOVATION

Best Improvement & Renovation Specialists of 
Home & Commercial Places

As your family and business grows so can your home
and work place through renovation or extension, without any
disruption. Our dedicated and experienced team of
consultants, draftsmen, engineers, interior decor advisors and
administration staff, bring together their expertise and
creative skills to turn your home and commercial places
renovation dreams into reality.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANEXPANSION & RENOVATION

New Home Extension  Specialists

We are the experts of Extension Civil Construction. A
Home Extension can increase the value of your property and is
the best form of investment for your future. Whatever house
extension you are considering, either a second story or ground
floor extension, we will take care of your requirements and
design the best Home extension to suit your changing
lifestyle.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANEXPANSION & RENOVATION

Building Design Specialists
Our Construction Management Team, with their

experience in building design, management and services, co-
ordinate to achieve the highest standard in home and
building improvement on time and in budget. Our team effort
is dedicated to achieving customer satisfaction! Over the years,
we received great recognition for outstanding building
renovations and extensions, and so clients prefer us within the
industry and the community for being the long standing,
reliable and dependable building design specialists in the
Sultanate, as our integrity rewards customers with a lifetime
investment.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANOUR HISTORY

Incorporated in 2005 by DR.Jose Mikle Robin, Oasis Grace LLC, is an Excellent Grade
Civil Construction Company located in MBD, Ruwi, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. Over
the last 13 years, we have established ourselves as the “Most Respected and Trusted
company ” in the field of general contracting in Oman. Growing steadily over time,
we have the complete infrastructure in place and many successful projects to our
credit. In the commercial and institutional construction, we have undertaken large,
complex projects enquiring on-time delivery and great quality within the mentioned
budget.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMANOUR HISTORY

Our organization has a fully computerized Estimating Department and
thorough State-of-the-art Technology and Information systems, we continuously
update our database, vendors and subcontractors, which allows us to develop precise
information on any construction project.

A significant milestone for Oasis Grace LLC has been the association with the
Al Hashar Group, That has opened bigger opportunities, widening and improving the
scope of operation, performance and helping consolidate our position.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN
OUR MISSION

Oasis Grace Engineering Projects Pvt Ltd, pursues company policies through well-
defined sustainable objectives and strategies, backed by the firm commitment and
involvement of our staff and management. Our company is also committed
practicing and promoting the highest moral and ethical standards in corporate
leadership.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

OUR VISION

The vision of Grace Engineering Projects Pvt Ltd, is to provide cost effective products
and long term services with special emphasis on quality, efficiency, health, safety,
social development and conservation of the environment.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

OUR PASSION

We treat our colleagues with respect; looking for integral development, safety and
welfare of our employees regardless of their position, status, gender, race, beliefs and
preferences. We treat others as we would like to be treated.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

OUR PEOPLE

We deeply enjoy our work. Our passion is manifested in our personal commitment to
quality in everything we do, and is reflected in the attitude with which we relate to
our stakeholders.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

We plan and execute all our processes with discipline,
excellence, innovation and readiness for efficiency within
the best industry practices, in compliance with our Code
of Conduct.

CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM WORK
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

we manage our operations in a sustainable and
responsible way along with our workers, suppliers and
customers for the benefit of society, the environment
and business growth; to achieve a balance between
human beings and nature for the future well-being.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE SOCIAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

To ensure the company’s continued growth and
prosperity by providing superior construction services.

OUR PURPOSE
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

“Safety is the only way to work”, this is the motto by which we live. We are
committed to safety above everything, and this commitment is central to
whatever we do. Our proactive approach creates value for our clients and
safeguards our employees. Our entire team is dedicated to maintaining a
safety-focused business..

Our safety culture is promoted by each member, implementing and
evaluating safety practices on a daily basis. Our safety program is proactive and
action oriented; everyone from management to trades are involved in making
our place a zero-incident workplace. We use daily pre-task planning sessions,
ongoing safety inspections, week safety meetings, safety seminars, special
equipment training, safety manual reviews and email updates to assist in
attaining our goal of zero-incidents.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

Our supervisors receive training in the safety construction outreach program, as
well as classes in fall protection, excavation and trenching, first ads, CPR and
confined space entry procedures, substance abuse awareness and reorganization.
New employees are required to complete our new hire safety orientation
program. Our substance abuse program includes pre-hire, post-accident, fitness
for duty, for cause and random drunk and alcohol testing. All employees including
management are subject to random testing.

Our safety culture at the Oasis Grace LLC focuses on keeping motivational
messages and emotions at the forefront of everything we do everyday, family-
oriented messages remind us to keep safety at the top of our minds with posters
and banners placed throughout our projects. Bringing our families to the jobsites
with these visual reminders, positively impacts how we approach an value safety.
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

The management of Oasis Grace LLC have defined and documented the following commitment with respect
to Quality.
every staff member has the responsibility to ensure that the intentions of this policy statement are
understood, applied and maintained within their own activity area. Oasis Grace LLC have made a
commitment:

• To develop and maintain the processes needed to produce a level of construction and project 
management of a consistent standard of quality and at competitive cost.

• To foster good relationships with clients by effective communications with clients and encouraging 
feedback.

• To continually improve the effectiveness of the Integrated Management System.
• To document and measure quality objectives and targets through internal audit and management review.
• To deliver construction services in accordance with the specifications and requirements of our clients.
• That every employee constantly aims to improve the overall quality of Company products and services. 

QUALITY POLICY
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MESSAGE FORM OUR CHAIRMAN

LUXURY VILLA AT SALALAH VIP LOUNGE IN MUSCAT AIRPORT

SPECIAL PROJECTS
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CONSTRUCTION OF HEALTH CENTRE FOR 
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN AL KHOUDH

CONSTRUCTION OF AUDITORIUM IN TAQAH FOR
MINISTRY OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS

GOVERNMENT PROJECTS
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• Preconstruction

• Building Construction

• MEP (Mechanical / Electrical / Plumbing) Work

• Interior Decoration

• Project Management and Supervising

• Consultancy
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Our parent company Oasis Grace LLC based at Oman have done umpteen
number of projects across Oman in the last 15 years. These can be viewed a
www.oasisgrace.com

In India, we have more than 100 employees on our rolls and contracts ranging
from bartenders, carpenters, masons, fitters, helpers along with engineers and
supervisors. Our Senior Management team are from renown industries with
varying experience from project management, contracts management, MEP,
building and factories.

We possess the necessary machineries, tools and tackles for completing civil
works. Any additional machineries can always be hired.
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Our Major Indian clients are L&T ECC, Reliance, Kohler India, Alliance, Unitech,
Our sister concern M/s Jeywin Projects Pvt. Ltd., have done many civil based
projects to L&T ECC, Tata Communications, Aqua designs and Shri Ram EPC.
The copies of these work orders are enclosed for your ready reference.

Our associates company M/s OMEC Projects Pvt. Ltd (www.omecprojects.com),
IBEX Energy Pvt. Ltd (www.ibexenergy.in) are experienced companies in
electrical projects, and solar power projects respectively.

We are confident that we can take up any construction works and complete it
to your utmost satisfaction.
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Management Team

MANAGING DIRECTOR& INVESTOR

Name : Mr.G.JOSE MIKLE ROBIN
Qualification : B.Tech
Nationality : Indian
Email : joserobin@oasisgrace.com

CEO:

Name : Mr. K. MUTHUKUMARAN
Qualification : B.E. (HONS)
Nationality : Indian
Email : kmk@oasisgrace.com
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VICE-PRESIDENT:

Name : Dr. E. BABURAJ
Qualification : M.E, M.S, Ph.D
Nationality : Indian
Email : baburaj@jmrgroups.com

HEAD - PROJECT 

Name : Mr. JOSE KAVITHAN
Qualification : B. Tech - Civil
Nationality : Indian
Email : josekavi@oasisgrace.com
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Management Team

PROJECT MANAGER:

Name : Mr. G. SIVAKUMAR
Qualification : B.Tech
Nationality : Indian
Email : manager.oasisgrace@gmail.com

HEAD - BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: 

Name : Mr. S. KALYANA SUNDARAM
Qualification : B.com
Nationality : Indian
Email : bd@omecprojects.com
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QS / QC : 

Name : Miss. R. SHAFRINE PRAFEENA
Qualification : B.E. (Civil)
Nationality : Indian
Email : og.intownpurchase@gmail.com
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ONGOING PROJECTS

SL. 

NO.
NAME OF THE PROJECT

PROJ. 

DURATION
PROJ. VALUE

1

IN TOWN - Constrcution of 

Residenctial Flats in Exclusive gated 

community spread over 4 Acres of 

Land comprising 352 units ranging 

from 572 to 1243 sq. ft at 

Kelambakkam with club amenities.

Year  2019 to 

2020

2
Construction of  60 Nos., Villas at 

Maraimalai Nagar
Year 2019-2021

3
Construction of Farm House with 

swimming pool at Nagarcoil

June ' 2019 –

June 2020

4
Construction of commercial shops 

and office building at Nagarcoil

April '2019-

April 2020

5

Construction of Residential 

Apartments comprising 10,000 Sq. ft. 

at Vettuvankeni

Year 2020-2021
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ON GOING CONSTRUCTION WORK AT ‘IN TOWN KELAMBAKKAM
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PROPOSED FINAL VIEW
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ON GOING SHOPPING COMPLEX

CONSTRUCTION                                                           PRPOSED FINAL VIEW

WORK AT NAGARCOIL
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PROPOSED VIEW OF VETTUVANKENI PROJECT
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